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ABSTRACT
Highly-configurable systems encompass thousands of interdepen-

dent configuration options, which require a non-trivial configu-

ration process. Decision propagation enables a backtracking-free

configuration process by computing values implied by user deci-

sions. However, employing decision propagation for large-scale

systems is a time-consuming task and, thus, can be a bottleneck in

interactive configuration processes and analyses alike. We propose

modal implication graphs to improve the performance of decision

propagation by precomputing intermediate values used in the pro-

cess. Our evaluation results show a significant improvement over

state-of-the-art algorithms for 120 real-world systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Highly-configurable systems consist of thousands of configuration

options also known as features [16, 18, 81]. This enormous and even

growing amount of variability poses challenges for established algo-

rithms used to analyze configurable systems [12, 89]. In particular,

the variability analysis of large-scale systems, including their con-

figuration, is still challenging as these tasks are computationally

complex problems.
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The features of a configurable system are typically connected

by interdependencies that result from interactions within the sys-

tem [64]. Examples of these dependencies are features that require

another feature’s functionality and features that are mutually ex-

clusive [49]. In order to configure a working system variant, all

dependencies of a configurable system must be considered. Thus,

every decision a user makes in a configuration (i.e., selecting a

feature) can imply to the inclusion or exclusion of other features.

During the configuration process it is often critical for users to

immediately know the consequences of their decisions to avoid

unwanted effects later on. For example, some users aim to configure

a server system with a certain operating system and traffic monitor-

ing. However, their chosen monitoring application is incompatible

with their operating system. If they are unaware of such dependen-

cies, their configured system variant is invalid. As real systems may

contain thousands of interdependent configuration options, finding

contradictions within a configuration manually is not feasible.

Decision propagation guarantees that users are informed about

all consequences of their decisions at any point during the con-

figuration process. Decision propagation determines the features

that are implied or excluded by user decisions [42, 43, 59]. In an

interactive configuration process, decision propagation prevents

users from making contradictory decisions and reduces the amount

of decisions a user has to make. By employing decision propagation

in our example, users, who chose a particular monitoring applica-

tion or operating system, can immediately notice the respective

dependency and adjust their configuration accordingly (e.g., by

choosing an alternative monitoring application).

Decision propagation is a computationally expensive task. In

general, decision propagation is NP-hard as it involves finding valid

assignments for interdependent boolean variables, also known as

the boolean satisfiability problem (SAT), which is NP-complete [25].

With FeatureIDE, we have implemented decision propagation ten

years ago and did not face scalability problems while using smaller

feature models. However, when our industry partner used Fea-

tureIDE with systems having more than 18,000 features, propaga-

tion of a single decision took over 20 seconds on average, summing

up to 13 hours to create one configuration without even consid-

ering the time required to reason about decisions and to interact

with the tool. While modern decision-propagation techniques can

reduce this time to a feasible level for human interaction, decision

propagation is still a bottleneck within automated configuration

processes such as t-wise sampling [2].

https://doi.org/10.1145/3180155.3180159
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We aim to speed up decision propagation by means of modal
implication graphs. We propose a graph-assisted decision propaga-

tion algorithm to reduce the number of satisfiability problems to be

solved. The idea is to precompute implicit dependencies between

features and to make this information available during configura-

tion. In particular, we distinguish between two phases of the con-

figuration process. In the offline phase a modal implication graph is

constructed according to the feature dependencies of a configurable

system, which only needs to be re-executed if these dependencies

change. The actual decision propagation is part of the online phase,
in which our proposed algorithm traverses the modal implication

graph to determine the implied values. Our goal is to reduce the

computational effort needed during the online phase and, thus,

improve the response time of an interactive configuration process

and analyses that derive configurations (e.g., t-wise sampling). We

empirically evaluate the impact on the response time by comparing

decision propagation with and without modal implication graphs.

In short, our contributions are:

• We introduce modal implication graphs to represent and

access feature dependencies efficiently.

• We propose an algorithm to propagate decisions using modal

implication graphs.

• We provide an open-source implementation of our algorithm

as part of the FeatureIDE framework.
1

• We provide a large-scale evaluation of decision propaga-

tion, including existing algorithms, in terms of performance

during the offline and online phase.

2 FEATURE MODELS AND CONFIGURATIONS
A feature model expresses the variability of a configurable system

by defining distinct configuration options, called features, and their

interdependencies [8, 11, 26]. A configuration defines a selection

of features that are used to derive a particular system variant [8].

A common representation for feature models is a feature di-

agram, which represents feature dependencies in form of a tree

structure [29]. A more general way to describe feature models are

propositional formulas [11, 29]. Though propositional formulas

lack structural information, they can express any arbitrary boolean

constraint between any group of features [49].

In this paper, we use the representation of feature models as

propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF). This

representation can be applied to all feature model representations

that use boolean constraints (e.g., feature diagrams can be converted

into CNF) [1, 11, 29, 49]. An advantage of CNF is that it allows for

automated reasoning about features and their valid configuration

using satisfiability (SAT) solvers [1, 61].

In Fig. 1, we depict the feature diagram of our running example,

the configurable Server system. The feature Server is the root of the
feature tree and represents the common part of all variants of the

configurable system. The features File System (FS) and Operating
System (OS) are both mandatory children of Server, which means

each variant that contains Server must also contain FS and OS. By
contrast, the feature Logging (Log) is an optional child of Server
and is not required if Server is part of a variant. The children of FS
(i.e., NTFS, HFS, and EXT ) are part of an or-group, which means

1
https://github.com/FeatureIDE/FeatureIDE

Figure 1: Feature model for configurable Server system.

that at least one of them must be part of a variant that contains FS.
The children of OS (i.e., Windows (Win), macOS (Mac), and Debian
(Deb)) are part of an alternative, which means that if OS is part of a
variant, exactly one of them must be present too. Additionally, the

feature model contains two cross-tree constraints, a bi-implication

between NTFS andWin and a bi-implication between HFS and Mac.
Formally, we define a feature model FM = (F ,R) as a pair of a

set of features (i.e., variables) F and a set of constraints (i.e., clauses)

R. The set of features F contains all features of the configurable

system (i.e., F = { f1, ..., fn } with n being the number of features).

From F we infer the set of literals L = {l1,¬l1, ..., ln ,¬ln } that
represent the selection states of each feature, where li indicates
a selection and ¬li a deselection of feature fi . In particular, we

assume that ¬¬li is equal to li . We define the set of constraints R
as R ⊆ 2

L
. Each element in R represents a clause from the CNF.

Following our definition, the feature model depicted in Fig. 1 is

defined as:

FM= ({Server ,OS, FS, Log,Win,Mac,Deb,NTFS,HFS, EXT },

{ {Server}, {¬Win,NTFS}, {Win,¬NTFS},

{Mac,¬HFS}, {¬Mac,HFS}, {OS}, {FS},

{¬Win,¬Mac}, {¬Win,¬Deb}, {¬Mac,¬Deb},

{NTFS,HFS, EXT }, {Win,Mac,Deb} })

A configuration consists of a selection of features from a fea-

ture model. Formally, we define a configuration c for a feature

model FM = (F ,R) as a set of literals in L, such that c ∈ C ,
with C = {c ⊂ L | ∀l ∈ L : {l ,¬l} * c}. If a feature fi is se-
lected (i.e., li ∈ c) or deselected (i.e., ¬li ∈ c) in a configuration

we call it defined and otherwise undefined. Thus, a feature can

have one of three selection states, selected, deselected, or unde-
fined. We call a configuration c complete if every feature is de-

fined (i.e., complete(c,FM) := |c | = |F |), otherwise the config-

uration is partial. If a configuration c satisfies all constraints in

R it is valid (i.e., valid(c,FM) := ∀r ∈ R : r ∩ c , ∅), other-
wise it is invalid. Additionally, we call a configuration satisfiable,
if it is valid or can be made valid by defining more features (i.e.,

satisfiable(c,FM) := ∃c ′ ∈ C : c ⊆ c ′ ∧ valid(c ′,FM)).
Feature models may contain anomalies [13] such that certain

features have to or must not be selected. A feature fi is dead iff it is

deselected in any valid configuration (i.e., @c : li ∈ c∧valid(c,FM)).
Likewise, a feature fi is core iff it is not deselected in any valid

configuration (i.e., @c : ¬li ∈ c ∧ valid(c,FM)). Iff a feature is

neither dead nor core we refer to it as variant.
The definitions of dead and core features can be generalized

by taken arbitrary partial configurations into account. Given a

https://github.com/FeatureIDE/FeatureIDE
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satisfiable configuration c and a feature fi with {li ,¬li } ∩ c = ∅, fi
is conditionally dead iff ¬ satisfiable(c∪{li },FM) and conditionally
core iff ¬ satisfiable(c ∪ {¬li },FM). The set of conditionally dead

and core features represents all features that are not explicitly

defined in a satisfiable configuration, but are implied or excluded

implicitly by the selection states of other features. Therefore, we

use the definition of conditionally dead and core features as formal

basis of decision propagation.

3 SAT-BASED DECISION PROPAGATION
Ideally, users create a complete and valid configuration in an interac-

tive configuration process by successively adding new literals to an

initially empty set. With interactive, we mean that users are getting

feedback during the configuration process. Without further guid-

ance, it is possible that users select contradictory features and later

have to backtrack their steps to undo one or more of their decisions.

Decision propagation can be used to avoid backtracking, meaning

that users never have to revoke their decisions in order to obtain

a valid configuration. Given a satisfiable partial configuration and

a corresponding feature model, decision propagation determines

all features that are implicitly defined (i.e, conditionally dead and

core features) and adds them to the given configuration. For in-

stance, consider the satisfiable partial configuration c = {Server ,
OS, FS,NTFS} for our running example. Only four features are

explicitly defined by the given configuration. However, given the

feature model’s dependencies some undefined features are condi-

tionally dead or core. For example, if users select the feature Mac,
the configuration will be invalid no matter what other features they

select. Thus, they must backtrack their steps until they resolve this

conflict. In contrast, if they apply decision propagation, the result-

ing configuration c ′ = {Server ,OS, FS,NTFS,Win,¬Mac, ¬Deb,
¬HFS} includes all conditionally dead and core features.

A SAT-based algorithm for decision propagation reduces the

problem to multiple instances of the SAT problem and solving these

using optimized SAT solvers. In particular, the algorithm tests for

each undefined feature fi whether the given partial configuration c
is still satisfiable if the fi is selected (i.e., satisfiable(c ∪ {li },FM))
or deselected (i.e., satisfiable(c ∪ {¬li },FM)).

In Alg. 1, we depict the general process of SAT-based decision

propagation in pseudo code. The algorithm takes as input a fea-

ture model FM and a satisfiable configuration ccurrent , which in-

cludes the latest decision of the user. It returns a configuration cnew
that contains all features that are conditionally dead or core. The

main procedure decisionPropagation initializes cnew with the

assignment from ccurrent (cf. Line 2) and calls both sub-procedures

getUnknown and test to determine the state of each undefined

feature. getUnknown returns the set Lunknown that contains all

literals that must be checked using the SAT solver (cf. Line 3). test

determines for each literal in Lunknown whether it is conditionally

dead or core (cf. Line 4–6). Both, cnew and Lunknown are updated

by test. Finally, the updated cnew is returned.

We show a straight-forward approach to implement both sub-

procedures getUnknown and test in Line 9–17 of Alg. 1. getUn-

known initializes Lunknown by adding two literals for each cur-

rently undefined feature (cf. Line 10). test investigates a single

literal ltest from Lunknown by adding it to cnew and querying the

Algorithm 1 Naïve SAT-based testing algorithm

Require: FM = (F ,R) – feature model

ccurrent – current configuration

Return: cnew – new configuration

Global: FM, Lunknown , cnew

1: procedure decisionPropagation( )
2: cnew ← ccurrent
3: Lunknown ← getUnknown( )

4: for all ltest ∈ Lunknown do
5: test( ltest )
6: end for
7: return cnew
8: end procedure

9: procedure getUnknown( )

10: return {l ∈ L | ccurrent ∩ {l ,¬l} = ∅}
11: end procedure
12: procedure test( ltest )
13: csolution ← sat( FM, cnew ∪ {ltest } )
14: if csolution = ∅ then
15: cnew ← cnew ∪ {¬ltest }
16: end if
17: end procedure

SAT solver (cf. Line 13). If there is no satisfiable configuration cor-

responding to cnew ∪ {ltest }, every configuration that contains

all literals from cnew must also contain the complement of ltest
(i.e., ¬ltest ). Thus, the feature corresponding to ltest is either con-
ditionally core (i.e., ltest is negative) or dead (i.e., ltest is positive).
Consequently, ¬ltest is added to cnew (cf. Line 15).

From Alg. 1, we can see that for a single execution of decision

propagation the naïve algorithm has to call the SAT solver twice

for each undefined feature. Modern SAT solvers already apply tech-

niques such as incremental solving, which aims to reduce the com-

puting effort for repetitive SAT queries by learning and reusing

clauses that are implicitly implied by the original formula [32, 52].

However, even when employing modern SAT solving techniques,

the naïve algorithm does not scale to large configurable systems.

Janota proposed a more efficient way to determine whether a fea-

ture is conditionally dead or core given a partial configuration [43].

His advanced SAT-based algorithm employs the same concept, but

tries to reduce the number of tested literals. We show the relevant

code changes in pseudo code in Alg. 2. The configurations found

by the SAT solver are used to exclude literals from Lunknown (cf.

Line 3, 10). With this algorithm, our evaluation machine only re-

quired several minutes for configuring a system with more than

10,000 features. Janota’s algorithm also uses a special selection

strategy for the SAT solver, which determines the order in which

the solver considers literals to find a solution [43]. For brevity, we

exclude this selection strategy from the pseudo code.

4 GRAPH-ASSISTED DECISION
PROPAGATION

We aim to enhance SAT-based decision propagation by reducing

the number of necessary queries to the SAT solver. For this, we
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Algorithm 2 Advanced SAT-based testing algorithm

1: procedure getUnknown( )

2: csolution ← sat( FM, cnew )

3: return {l ∈ L | ccurrent ∩ {l ,¬l} = ∅} \ csolution
4: end procedure
5: procedure test( ltest )
6: csolution ← sat( FM, cnew ∪ {ltest } )
7: if csolution = ∅ then
8: cnew ← cnew ∪ {¬ltest }
9: else
10: Lunknown ← Lunknown \ csolution
11: end if
12: end procedure

propose modal implication graphs (MIGs), which represent certain

relationships between features in the feature model. In our ap-

proach, we differentiate between an offline phase, in which we

compute a modal implication graph for a particular feature model

and an online phase, in which we use it for decision propagation.

The offline phase only needs to be executed when the feature model

is modified, whereas the online phase is part of every configura-

tion process. Our approach is based on two observations we made

regarding decision propagation for large-scale feature models:

(1) In most cases the definition of a feature only affects a small

set of other features.

(2) If other features are affected, it often results from binary

requires and excludes constraints.
Thus, we introduce modal implication graphs in Section 4.1 to (1)

identify the set of affected features and (2) determine some of their

selection states in the configuration. In Section 4.2, we present an

algorithm to derive a modal implication graph and describe the

graph’s usage for graph-assisted decision propagation in Section 4.3.

4.1 Modal Implication Graphs
An implication graph is a directed graph that describes a proposi-

tional formula consisting of a conjunction of implications between

single literals (i.e., binary relations). Each node represents a literal

of a variable and a directed edge from one node to another rep-

resents a binary relation. A feature model’s binary dependencies

can be transformed into an implication graph by representing each

feature by a positive and a negative node and each requires and

excludes constraint by an edge [29].

Analogous to an implication graph, the modal implication graph

for a feature model consists of nodes that represent the literals of

each feature and directed edges that represent the relations between

these literals. We extend implication graphs by introducing an

additional edge type to express n-ary relations, such as or-groups

with three or more features.

We differentiate between two types of edges, weak and strong. A
strong edge indicates a binary relation (e.g., requires and excludes)

between two features. If the literal of the source node is element of

a configuration, then also the literal of the destination node must

be element of the configuration. In contrast, a weak edge indicates

that two literals are part of an n-ary constraint, which involves at

least one other literal. For a partial configuration these weak edges

could become strong edges due to the selection and deselection of

other features.

A modal implication graph for our running example can be seen

in Fig. 2. Due to the alternative group, there is a strong edge from

Mac to ¬Win, which implies that if feature Mac is selected feature

Win must be deselected (i.e., Mac ∈ c → ¬Win ∈ c). In addition,

there is a weak edge from ¬Win to Mac, also resulting from the

alternative group, which means that under certain conditions (i.e., if

feature Deb is deselected)Mac must be selected ifWin is deselected.

In other words, this edge will become strong, if Deb is deselected.
Formally, we define a modal implication graph G = (L, S,W )

to be a triple consisting of a set of nodes L, which is equal to the

set of literals, a set of strong edges S , and a set of weak edgesW ,

such that S,W ⊆ {(lstar t , lend ) | lstar t , lend ∈ L, lstar t , lend }
and S ∩W = ∅. As implications are transitive, we are interested

not only in edges, which directly connect two literals, but also in

paths within a graph. Analogous to edge types, we also differentiate

between strong and weak paths. We call a path from one node to

another strong, if it consists solely of strong edges and weak, if it
contains at least one weak edge. If there exists at least one strong

path from a node ls to a node lt we denote this with ls IG lt and
call lt strongly connected to ls . Complementary to this, if there exist

only weak paths from lt to ls , we denote this with ls ◃G lt and call
lt weakly connected to ls . Within the context of a modal implication

graph G, we define IG and ◃G as:

I= {(ls , lt ) ∈ L
2 | (ls , lt ) ∈ S ∨ ∃ lm ∈ L : ls I lm I lt }

◃= {(ls , lt ) ∈ L
2 | ls ̸I lt , (ls , lt ) ∈W ∨ ∃ lm ∈ L :

(ls ◃ lm ◃ lt ) ∨ (ls ◃ lm I lt ) ∨ (ls I lm ◃ lt )}

Strongly connected literals are directly dependent, while weakly

connected literals also depend on other literals. Moreover, non-

connected literals are completely independent of each other. Thus,

we can use the modal implication graph to understand the relation-

ship between any two features by looking at the paths between

their respective nodes.

For instance, in the modal implication graph from the Server

system, ¬NTFS is strongly connected toMac (via ¬Win). Hence, if
Mac is selected in a satisfiable configuration, NTFS must be dese-

lected. In contrast, Deb is weakly connected to ¬NTFS (via ¬Win).
Thus, if NTFS is deselected in a satisfiable configuration, Deb must

be selected for certain conditions, which, in this example, is the

deselection of Mac. Finally, no node is connected to Log, which
means that it is independent of all other literals.

4.2 Deriving Modal Implication Graphs
(Offline Phase)

Before using a modal implication graph in decision propagation

(i.e., online phase), we need to derive it from a feature model (i.e.,

offline phase). If the corresponding model evolves, the graph must

be recreated, before the next decision propagation. A modal im-

plication graph is constructed by creating and analyzing a feature

model’s CNF. The CNF clauses can be categorized by their number

of literals. Clauses containing just one literal (i.e., unit-clauses) can

be ignored, as they describe no relationship between features, but

simply make the respective features core or dead. Clauses with ex-

actly two literals (i.e., two-literal clauses) are used to derive strong
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¬ NTFS
 

¬ HFS
 

¬ Mac
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¬ EXT
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Figure 2: Modal implication graph for Server system.

edges. Weak edges are derived from the remaining clauses, which

contain more than two literals (i.e., n-literal clauses). We propose

the following four steps to derive a graph with minimal number of

nodes and edges.

Step 1 – Adding Nodes. In the first step, we initialize the graph

by adding two literal nodes for each variant feature. As dead and

core features are not relevant for decision propagation, we only add

variant features, to reduce the graph’s memory space consumption

and save unnecessary traversal during the online phase. We com-

pute the set of variant features by running Alg. 2 with an empty

configuration. In our running example the features Server, OS, and
FS are core and, thus, excluded from the graph (cf. Fig. 2).

Step 2 – Adding Edges. In the second step, we add edges ac-

cording to the following pattern. For each two-literal clause, we

add two strong edges to the graph, as each two-literal clause can

be transformed into two equivalent implications. For instance,

the clause ¬Win∨¬Mac can be transformed into Win ⇒ ¬Mac
and Mac ⇒ ¬Win. Thus, we add two strong edges from Win to

¬Mac and from Mac to ¬Win. Likewise, an n-literal clause can be

transformed into n equivalent implications. In this case, we add

a weak edge for each pairwise combination of literals (i.e., in to-

tal n · (n − 1)). For example, the clause NTFS ∨HFS ∨ EXT can be

transformed into ¬NTFS ⇒ (HFS ∨ EXT ), ¬HFS ⇒ (NTFS ∨ EXT ),
and ¬ EXT ⇒ (NTFS ∨HFS), resulting in six weak edges (e.g., from

¬NTFS to HFS and to EXT ).
Before transforming a clause, we test it for obvious redundancies.

In particular, we remove literals that are duplicates or that can never

be true (i.e., core and dead features) and remove clauses that are

tautologies. For instance, in our example the clause (¬Win∨OS)
is a tautology, as OS is a core feature. Likewise, we could remove

¬OS from (¬OS ∨Win∨Mac ∨Deb), since it can never be true.

Step 3 – Adding Implicit Strong Edges. The initially constructed

graph can contain implicit strong relationships between literals

that are only weakly connected [7]. For instance, in the graph

of our running example ¬Deb is weakly connected to ¬ EXT (cf.

Fig. 2). However, due to the feature model’s or-group and cross-tree

constraints, ¬ EXT directly implies ¬Deb and, thus, there could be

a strong edge from ¬ EXT to ¬Deb.
To find implicit strong edges, we employ a depth-first search

that investigates all pairs of weakly connected nodes. We start the

search with an arbitrary node A and consider each node B that is

weakly connected to it. Using the SAT solver, we check, whether

A implies B. In that case, we add a strong edge from A to B and

recursively continue the search with B as new starting node. Due

to this depth-first search, we are able to deduce strong edges by

transitivity without querying the SAT solver (e.g. from A I B and

B I C , we can deduce that A I C). We repeat the search with

different starting literals until we checked every pair of weakly

connected nodes.

Step 4 – Removing Redundant Weak Edges. Redundant weak edges
are weak edges that can be removed from a graph without changing

its reachability. They can occur due to the inclusion of implicit

strong edges in step three and redundant constraint in the CNF.

The removal of redundant edges saves memory and decreases the

number of weak paths that must be traversed in the online phase.

To remove redundant weak edges, we consider their correspond-

ing clauses in the CNF. We begin with ordering the list of all clauses

by their number of literals in descending order, as larger clauses are

more likely to be redundant. For each n-literal clause, we query the

SAT solver to test whether the clause is redundant regarding the

current list of clauses and remove it from the list if it is redundant.

For example, we would remove the clause (NTFS ∨HFS ∨ EXT ), if
there would be an additional clause (NTFS ∨HFS), as this clause
subsumes the former. If a weak edge is no longer represented by

any clause in the CNF, we remove it from the graph.

Alternative Construction Process. Step 3 and 4 are optional and

can be considered a trade-off between offline and online time. As

Step 3 is the most time consuming one, we evaluate its impact

in our evaluation, regarding both, offline and online time. When

step three was applied during the construction process, we call the

resulting modal implication graph complete (because it contains all
possible strong edges). In contrast, if the step was skipped, we call

the resulting graph incomplete.

4.3 Using Modal Implication Graphs for
Decision Propagation (Online Phase)

We employ modal implication graphs in our graph-assisted decision

propagation algorithm to reduce the number of SAT queries during

the online phase. The algorithm is based on Alg. 1 (cf. Section 3),

but makes two major changes. First, it traverses strong paths for

known literals to find implied literals without querying the SAT

solver. Second, it only tests literals that can be reached via weak

paths from the starting literal, which excludes features unaffected

by a given decision.

In Alg. 3, we present the relevant differences over Alg. 1. In addi-

tion to a feature model FM and the current configuration ccurrent ,
the graph-assisted algorithm requires the modal implication graph

G and the most recent decision in form of a literal lnew .

The procedure getUnknown (cf. Line 1–9) traverses the modal

implication graph to find potentially implied literals. First, the al-

gorithm checks whether there are any weak edges in the graph

that can be transformed into strong edges according to the current

configuration (cf. Line 2, 22–23). Second, the outgoing strong paths

from lnew are traversed (cf. Line 3). Each literal that can be reached

via a strong path is added to cnew (i.e., without any SAT queries).
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Algorithm 3 Graph-assisted testing algorithm

Require: FM = (F ,R) – feature model

G = (L, S,W ) – modal implication graph

lnew – literal of most recent decision

Return: cnew – new configuration

Global: FM, G, lnew , cnew , Lunknown

1: procedure getUnknown( )

2: G′ ← updateGraph( G )

3: cnew ← cnew ∪ {l ∈ L | lnew IG′ l}
4: Lunknown ← {l ∈ L | {l ,¬l} ∩ cnew = ∅ ∧ lnew ◃G′ l}
5: if Lunknown , ∅ then
6: Lunknown ← Lunknown\ sat( FM, cnew )

7: end if
8: return Lunknown
9: end procedure
10: procedure test( ltest )
11: csolution ← sat( FM, cnew ∪ {ltest } )
12: if csolution = ∅ then
13: G′ ← updateGraph( G )

14: Lstronд ← {l ∈ L | ¬ltest IG′ l}
15: cnew ← cnew ∪ {¬ltest } ∪ Lstronд
16: Lunknown ← Lunknown \ {¬l | l ∈ Lstronд}
17: else
18: Lunknown ← Lunknown \ csolution
19: end if
20: end procedure
21: procedure updateGraph( Gold )

22: R′ ← {r \ {¬l | l ∈ cnew } | r ∈ R, r ∩ cnew = ∅}
23: return updateEdges( Gold , R

′
)

24: end procedure

Third, all outgoing weak paths are traversed for lnew . All literals
that belong to undefined features and can be reached via a weak

path are added to Lunkown (cf. Line 4).

The procedure test is similar to the procedure of the advanced

SAT-based algorithm. In addition, test utilizes the modal implica-

tion graph whenever an implied literal is found by the SAT solver

(cf. Line 13–16). For each found literal the graph’s weak edges

are updated again and the outgoing strong paths are traversed (cf.

Line 13–14). All reachable literals are added to cnew and removed

from Lunknown (cf. Line 15–16).

5 EVALUATION
With modal implication graphs (MIGs), we aim to speed-up the

online phase of decision propagation by doing further computations

in the offline phase. Therefore, we evaluate the performance of

different decision-propagation algorithms. We compare the offline

and online execution time of graph-assisted decision propagation

using modal implication graphs (cf. Section 4) against SAT-based

decision propagation (cf. Section 3). In detail, we aim to answer the

following research questions:

RQ1 Does the choice of a decision propagation algorithm affect

the execution time of the offline phase?
RQ2 Does the choice of a decision propagation algorithm affect

the execution time of the online phase?

RQ3 Given a number of configuration processes (i.e., online phas-

es), which decision propagation algorithm is superior to

others in terms of overall execution time and memory con-

sumption?

5.1 Experimental Setup
To answer our research questions, we perform two experiments

with one factor and four treatments. In summary, we compare four

different algorithms for decision propagation using 120 real-world

systems. In addition to execution time, wemeasure thememory con-

sumption of the derived modal implication graph for each feature

model. In the following, we describe which configurable systems

and decision-propagation algorithms we consider, howwe designed

the individual experiments, and what values we measure during

a single experiment. All computations during the evaluation were

run on a notebook with the following specifications: CPU: Intel

Xeon E3-1505Mv5 (2.80 GHz), RAM: 64 GB, OS: Windows 7, Java

Version: 1.8.0_121 (64-Bit). Memory consumption was measured

using the Java Instrumentation package.

Configurable Systems (Subjects). In our evaluation, we use the

feature models of 120 real-world configurable systems with varying

sizes and complexity, which have been used in prior studies [17, 49].

The majority of these feature models (117) contain between 1,166

and 1,397 features. Of these 117 models, 107 comprise between 2,968

and 4,138 cross-tree constraints, while one has 14,295 and the other

nine have between 49,770 and 50,606 cross-tree constraints. The

remaining three models contain an even higher number of features.

The feature models from the systems Automotive01, Automotive02,

and Linux contain 2,513, 18,616, and 6,889 features and 2,833, 1,369,

and 80,715 constraints, respectively.

Decision-Propagation Algorithms (Treatments). In our evaluation,

we compare the following algorithms:

(1) Naïve SAT-based (NSAT)

(2) Advanced SAT-based (ASAT)

(3) Graph-assisted using an incomplete MIG (IMIG)

(4) Graph-assisted using a complete MIG (CMIG)

To ensure a fair comparison of all algorithms, we employ a white-

box evaluation, where each algorithm uses the same base implemen-

tation as described in Section 3. We provide all algorithms as part

of the open-source framework FeatureIDE
2
Our implementation

uses Java and the default SAT solver of Sat4J (Version 2.3.5) [52].

With Sat4J, we are able to employ incremental SAT solving. For

each feature model we create a separate solver, which is able to

deduce new clauses while solving a query and later reuse these

clauses in subsequent queries.

Each algorithm performs certain tasks during its offline phase.

Both SAT-based algorithms (cf. Section 3) determine the core and

dead features (i.e., initial decision propagation). In addition to com-

puting core and dead features, both graph-assisted algorithms (cf.

Section 4) derive a modal implication graph. While CMIG derives

a complete graph (i.e., containing all explicit and implicit strong

edges), IMIG derives an incomplete graph (cf. Section 4.2). The

modal implication graph is implemented as an adjacency list, due

2
https://github.com/skrieter/MIG-Evaluation

https://github.com/skrieter/MIG-Evaluation
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to reasons of memory efficiency. It is stored to and loaded from

persistent memory using Java’s serialization mechanism.

During their online phase, all algorithms calculate implied and

excluded features, as described in Section 3 and 4. While the SAT-

based algorithms solely query the SAT solver, the graph-assisted

algorithms additionally traverse through a modal implication graph

to avoid SAT queries.

Offline Phase (Experiment 1). To answer RQ1, we measure the ex-

ecution time for each algorithm’s offline phase. As stated above, the

offline phase of each algorithm consists of all tasks after receiving

the CNF of a feature model and before starting the actual configura-

tion process. As the process of creating a CNF is independent from

the chosen algorithm, we do not include it as part of the offline

phase, but use the CNF as initial parameter for each algorithm. To

avoid computational bias and calculate a representable mean value

for each feature model and algorithm, we repeat the experiment

200 times. Furthermore, we compensate for the warm-up effect of

the Java virtual machine (JVM) by performing an initial execution

without any measurement.

Online Phase (Experiment 2). To answer RQ2, we measure the

execution time for each algorithm’s online phase. We simulate a

configuration process by using random decisions, as we cannot

know which decisions users would make in their configurations

and want to avoid relying on false assumptions. The simulated

configuration process consists of the following steps:

(1) Start with an empty configuration

(2) Randomly choose an undefined feature

(3) Randomly define the feature (i.e., select or deselect)

(4) Apply decision propagation

(5) Repeat 2–4 until all features are defined

We measure the execution time for each individual application of

decision propagation. In the experiment, we neglect the time that a

user would need tomake configuration decisions (i.e., reasoning and

input), as these values highly depend on the user and, thus, would

bias our results. Furthermore, this is not an issue for automated

configuration processes, such as t-wise sampling [2, 45].

We use a pseudo random generator, which has the advantage that

we can fix the random seed for each iteration of the experiment.

Therefore, we ensure that all algorithms get the same series of

random decision and, thus, that the resulting configurations are

equal. To get meaningful results, we repeat the experiment 200

times with different random seeds. Analogous to Experiment 1, we

compensate for the JVM warm-up effect.

Hypotheses. In order to be able to draw meaningful conclusions,

we formulate the following null hypotheses from our research

question RQ1 and RQ2, respectively:

H
RQ1

0
The execution time of the offline phase is the same for all

investigated decision-propagation algorithms.

H
RQ2

0
The execution time of the online phase is the same for all

investigated decision-propagation algorithms.

We conduct two experiments with one factor (i.e, execution time)

and four treatments (i.e, algorithms) using the same subjects (i.e,

feature models). Hence, we test our hypotheses using a paired

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. We choose 95% as our confidence

interval. Our expectation is that the offline phase of both SAT-based

algorithms is faster than the offline phase of the graph-assisted algo-

rithms, but that they perform worse during the online phase. This

is due to the difference in effort of the algorithms during the offline

phase. NSAT and ASAT do the least amount of precomputations,

while IMIG additionally derives an incomplete modal implication

graph and CMIG even derives a complete modal implication graph.

This means that, during the online phase, CMIG can access more

information than IMIG, while IMIG has more information than

ASAT and NSAT. Hence, we expect that for the offline phase NSAT

and ASAT are faster than IMIG, which is again faster than CMIG.

For the online phase, we expect that the fastest algorithm is CMIG,

followed by IMIG, ASAT, and NSAT, in that order.

5.2 Results and Interpretations
In the following, we present and analyze our evaluation results

and answer our research questions. In Table 1, we give an excerpt

of the aggregated evaluation results for a selection of our subject

systems. For brevity, we do not list the results from all feature

models.
3
For each feature model, we list its number of features

and constraints, memory consumption of the modal implication

graph, and aggregated measurements of our experiments. We show

the execution time that each algorithm needs during its offline

phase. Additionally, we show the execution time of the online

phase when 3%, 10%, and 100% of variant features were defined.

The number of defined features includes the features defined by

decision propagation. All shown results represent the mean value

over the 200 conducted experiments. We also show the mean of all

values over all feature models and conducted experiments at the

bottom of the table. However, we omit the results of NSAT, as its

offline phase is equal to ASAT and its online phase execution time

is orders of magnitude larger than all other algorithms (e.g., over

100 times larger compared to ASAT). In the following, we discuss

the results in more detail.

Offline Phase (Experiment 1).We display the results of our first

experiment in Fig. 3 in the first diagram for most feature models.

We excluded the four largest feature models (i.e., Automotive01,

Automotive02, FreeBSD, and Linux) from the diagram, as they are

visually hard to compare to the other models due to their size.

Nevertheless, we state the results for these models in Table 1. Each

data point represents the offline time of a particular algorithm

and feature model. On the y-axis, we show the execution time

in milliseconds and on the x-axis, the number of features in the

feature model. Our data reveals that the execution times from the

different algorithms differ in orders of magnitude. For instance,

for the feature model Automotive01, ASAT required 67 ms, IMIG

696 ms, and CMIG 11,596 ms for the offline phase. In terms of

memory consumption, the additional memory required to store a

modal implication for IMIG and CMIG lies between 0.25 MB for the

feature model FreeBSD and 5.1 MB for Automotive02 with a mean

value of 0.9 MB over all 120 feature models.

In Table 2, we show the p-values of theWilcoxon-Mann-Whitney

test for all pairwise combinations of algorithms. In all cases, we

received a p-value of less than 10
−15

and, thus, we can reject our null

3
A complete table can be found here: https://github.com/skrieter/MIG-Evaluation/

blob/master/ICSE2018_Evaluation/execution_times.pdf

https://github.com/skrieter/MIG-Evaluation/blob/master/ICSE2018_Evaluation/execution_times.pdf
https://github.com/skrieter/MIG-Evaluation/blob/master/ICSE2018_Evaluation/execution_times.pdf
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Table 1: Offline and online time of evaluated algorithms for a selection of feature models (mean value over 200 experiments).

Feature Model #Features #Clauses MIG Mem- Offline time in s (∅)
∑

Online time in s for relative number of defined features (∅)
ory (Byte) 3% 10% 100%

ASAT IMIG CMIG ASAT IMIG CMIG ASAT IMIG CMIG ASAT IMIG CMIG

FreeBSD 8.0.0 1,397 14,295 243,168 0.04 0.42 6.89 0.21 0.05 0.04 0.44 0.07 0.05 1.82 0.10 0.08

Automotive01 2,513 2,833 1,098,248 0.07 0.70 11.60 1.54 0.36 0.35 3.10 0.56 0.54 6.05 0.76 0.74

Linux 2.6.28.6 6,889 80,715 2,157,320 0.27 16.75 399.98 11.78 5.75 4.24 26.98 8.39 5.63 80.67 10.07 6.66

Automotive02 18,616 1,369 5,088,720 2.30 42.47 296.73 329.29 38.08 37.84 535.70 58.77 58.45 821.48 68.03 67.68

All models (∅) – – – 0.03 0.62 6.99 2.98 0.38 0.36 4.96 0.58 0.55 8.10 0.68 0.64

Figure 3: Execution time of offline (1), online (2), and combined offline and online phase (3) of all algorithms for multiple
feature models (sorted by size). Break-even point (4) of two algorithms indicates the number of online phases one algorithm’s
overall execution time becomes faster than another (e.g., CMIG is faster than ASAT for two or more online phases).

Table 2: Pairwise comparison of algorithms.

Attribute ASAT / IMIG ASAT / CMIG IMIG / CMIG

p-value HRQ1
0 < 10

−15 < 10
−15 < 10

−15

p-value HRQ2
0 < 10

−15 < 10
−15 < 10

−15

hypothesis H
RQ1

0
. For all feature models ASAT needs significantly

less time for its offline phase than the two graph-assisted algorithms.

Likewise, IMIG needs significantly less time than CMIG.

Therefore, we can answer RQ1: Yes, there is a significant dif-

ference in the time required for the offline phase of the different

algorithms. These results are expected, as the algorithms’ offline

phases differ in the amount of precomputations. While ASAT only

detects core and dead features, IMIG has to derive an incomplete

modal implication graph in addition. Moreover, CMIG does all of

the above and also computes implicit strong edges within the modal

implication graph to make it complete.

Online Phase (Experiment 2). We depict the aggregated results

of our second experiment in Fig. 3 in the second diagram for most

feature models. We provide the results for the remaining feature

models in Table 1. Analogous to the diagram for the offline time,

each data point represents the mean execution time over 200 ex-

periments for a particular algorithm to define 100% of the variant

features of one feature model. On the y-axis, we show the execution

time in milliseconds and, on the x-axis, the number of features in

the feature model. From our data we can see that for every feature

model ASAT requires more online time than both graph-assisted al-

gorithms. In contrast, there is no big difference in the time required

by both graph-assisted algorithms. Nevertheless, using CMIG indi-

cates slight improvements over IMIG.

To illustrate the results of the second experiment in more detail,

we depict the execution time for each individual decision propa-

gation for the feature model of Linux in Fig. 4. Each data point

originates from one of the 200 conducted experiments and repre-

sent the execution time of decision propagation by a particular

algorithm. On the y-axis, we depict the time in milliseconds and, on

the x-axis, the number of defined variant features before decision

propagation was executed. The regression curves indicate the mean

execution time over 200 experiments. For ASAT the data points

for a particular x-value spread wide around the regression curve.

However, most data points lie above the data points from CMIG

and IMIG. While CMIG shows slightly better results than IMIG, the

difference between both is mostly in the range of a fewmilliseconds.

It is also notable that, for both graph-assisted algorithms, there are

many data points that are close to zero.
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Figure 4: Execution time during online phase with ASAT,
IMIG, and CMIG for the feature model of Linux.

We list the results from the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test for

Experiment 2 in Table 2. Again, we can reject our null hypothesis

H
RQ2

0
as we received a p-value of less than 10

−15
for each algorithm

combination. ASAT needs significantly more time than IMIG and

CMIG, whereas CMIG is faster than IMIG to a significant, but rather

small degree.

Therefore, we can answer RQ2: Yes, there is a significant differ-

ence in the execution time of decision propagation for the different

algorithms. These results correspond to our expectations, as all

algorithms can access a different amount of information during

their online phase. CMIG traverses a complete modal implication

graph, while IMIG uses a graph that might lacks some strong edges.

By contrast, ASAT does not use any additional data structure and

has to infer all needed feature dependencies on-the-fly. The low per-

formance increase of CMIG over IMIG is due to the small number

of implicit strong edges that can be derived in the offline phase.

Comparison of Offline and Online Phase. As the number of config-

uration processes and changes to the feature model might differ for

each configurable system, we are interested in the combined cost

of offline and online phase. For a better comparison of execution

times for offline and online phase, we present the diagrams for

both results side by side in Fig. 3 with both diagrams sharing the

same y-axis. Moreover, we visualize the combined cost of offline

and online phase in the third diagram of Fig. 3. In this diagram,

we add the time needed for the offline phase to the time required

to execute the online phase once. Again, we depict the results of

the algorithms for all but the largest feature models. We visualize

the number of online phases necessary for each algorithm to break

even with the other algorithms in the fourth diagram of Fig. 3.

The visualization clearly indicates that IMIG needs less time than

ASAT even for just one iteration of the online phase. Regarding

CMIG, we see that its higher offline time compared to ASAT is

amortized after two iterations of the online phase. In our evaluation,

we experienced only two exceptions of this observation for the

feature models FreeBSD (three iterations) and Automotive02 (five

iterations) (cf. Table 1). As the online time for both graph-assisted

approaches only differs slightly, CMIG needs many more online

phases in order to amortize its initial costs when compared to IMIG.

In detail, we measured between 112 and 801 necessary iterations,

with a mean value of 185 over all feature models.

Considering the observations, we made from the evaluation re-

sults, we can answer RQ3: In most cases IMIG is superior to both

ASAT and CMIG in terms of overall execution time. Only when

considering an incomplete online phase (i.e., creating only a partial

configuration) ASAT outperforms IMIG due to its efficient offline

Phase. On the other hand CMIG outperforms IMIG for a high num-

ber of online phases (i.e., 112 in our experiments). Thus, in general

IMIG seems to be preferable over the other three algorithms, as it

provides a good trade-off between the time required for offline and

online phase. ASAT and CMIG are preferable over other algorithms

only in some extreme cases. When the feature model evolves more

frequently than the configurations, ASAT can be superior. In case

that configurations are updated frequently while the feature model

does not evolve for a longer period of time, CMIG can be superior

as its online phase requires less time than ASAT and IMIG. Regard-

ing memory consumption, in our experiments we found that the

memory required to store a modal implication graph was at maxi-

mum 5.1 MB, which is relatively small compared to the available

main memory on modern hardware. Thus, the additional memory

consumption can be neglected for most applications.

5.3 Threats to Validity
Internal. A number of issues might threaten the internal validity

of our results. First, bugs in the implementation might cause wrong

results. We mitigate this issue by deploying unit tests to test each

algorithm individually. Furthermore, we compared the resulting

configurations of all algorithms and found no difference during all

conducted experiments. Additionally, we use matured open-source

tools such as Sat4J to further reduce the possibility of bugs.

Second, the results could be biased in favor of our proposed al-

gorithms. This is due to the fact, that we implemented all evaluated

algorithms by ourselves. However, we use the same base implemen-

tation for all algorithms and, for each algorithm, we only do the

necessary modifications as described in Section 3 and Section 4.

Third, random input data might lead to unrepresentative results.

To simulate a configuration process, we used a series of random

decisions, which might not correspond to a real-world configura-

tion. However, a randomized approach gave us the capability to

efficiently do multiple iterations with distinct random seeds and,

thus, gather more data. To avoid random bias, we evaluate each

setting in 200 iterations.

External. There are some threats that may affect the generaliz-

ability of our results. First, our results might not transfer to real

configuration applications. Our simulated configuration process is

likely to be different from a manual configuration by a user with do-

main knowledge. In addition, starting with a partial configurations

may mitigate the problem of slow initial decision propagations (cf.

Fig.4). However, a manual configuration process strongly depends

on the particular user, which could bias the results as well.

Second, the tested feature models might not be representative of

feature models used in practice. To mitigate this issue, we tested 120

real-world feature models with a varying number of features and
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constraints that have been used in prior studies [17, 75]. Further-

more, we included the largest real-world feature models referenced

in literature at the moment.

Third, in our implementation, we only employ Sat4J as SAT

solver. However, we use Sat4J as a black-box, such that other solvers

(e.g., SAT, CSP, BDD, MDD) could also be plugged-in. As we shift

SAT calls from the online to the offline phase, faster solvers should

improve both, online and offline computation.

6 RELATEDWORK
Interactive Configuration.Many tools already provide decision

propagation for an interactive configuration process. Among those

tools are GEARS [50, 51], GUIDSL [11], S2T2 Configurator [21],

S.P.L.O.T. [60], and VariaMos [58]. Our work is based on SAT-based

decision propagation as proposed by Janota [43]. Others proposed to

propagate decisions using binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [36, 62]

and constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) solvers [6, 15]. BDDs are

somewhat similar to our modal implication graphs, as both avoid

some effort during decision propagation (i.e., online phase) by more

effort for their creation (i.e., offline phase). A problem with BDDs

is that they typically do not scale for feature models larger than

1,000 features. For instance, there is no BDD for Linux so far. While

CSP solvers can handle constraints beyond boolean formulas as

needed for extended feature models [15], they often reduce inputs

to satisfiability problems internally. Hence, we have little hope that

they could improve performance compared to our graph-assisted

algorithm. Similar to CSP, satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) ex-

tend the boolean SAT problem to first-order logic [20]. As far as

we know, SMT solvers, such as Z3 [30], have not been applied to

decision propagation yet. However, as our approach is independent

from the actual solver, but instead tries to reduce the number of

required SAT queries, we assume that approaches that employ SMT

solvers can also benefit from model implication graphs.

In our evaluation, we use configurable systems such as Linux

and eCos that provide their own feature modeling language and

corresponding configuration tools (i.e., KConfig [90] and CDL [85]).

Although, these languages allow for multi-valued logic, they can

be translated into boolean feature models [18, 49, 78]. The KConfig

language differentiates between select and depends constraints. In
terms of modal implication graphs, select can be considered a strong

edge, as it directly implies other features, while depends can be seen

as a set of weak edges. In contrast, modal implication graphs do not

rely on manual specification of select and depends constraints, but

can compute the respective relationships, which avoids mistakes

by users and represents feature dependencies more efficiently.

Another technique to avoid contradictionswithin a configuration

is error resolution, which automatically detects and tries to resolve

conflicts [14, 66, 87]. Configuration tools that support this kind of

technique are, for example, pure::variants [19, 72] and FaMa [14].

Contrary to decision propagation, error resolution can be applied

at any point during or after the configuration process. To support

error resolution, modal implication graphs can be combined with

cycle detection algorithms.

Decreasing the configuration time can also be achieved by con-

sidering only a subset of system’s configuration options. Users

might be interested in certain partial configurations or only need

to configure a sub-tree of the feature model. An example of this are

staged configurations [27] and the configuration of decomposed

or sliced feature models [74, 75]. While, in our evaluation, we only

focused on complete configuration, modal implication graphs could

also speed-up partial configuration processes (cf. Fig. 4).

An interactive configuration process is not limited to ensure valid

configurations, but can also provide other useful information. For

instance, users can be supported by recommender systems [69], or

visual feedback [57, 65]. All techniques that consider feature depen-

dencies can potentially benefit from modal implication graphs, as

they provide a fast and complete access to binary feature relations.

Automated Configuration. Besides manual configuration by a

user, configurations can also be created automatically by certain

algorithms. A use-case for automated configuration is product-

based testing, which requires the generation of a representative

sample of configurations [2–5, 9, 22–24, 31, 33–35, 37–41, 44–48, 53–

56, 67, 68, 70, 71, 73, 76, 79, 80, 82]. Another use case is the product

generation via optimization of non-functional properties [15, 66, 77,

86, 88]. Similar to manual configuration, decision propagation can

be used in an automated configuration process to query the feature

model and derive valid configurations. Thus, modal implication

graphs could also be applied in automated configuration processes.

Product-Line Analyses. There exist many analyses for config-

urable systems that reason about feature-model dependencies [10,

13, 28, 53, 63, 83, 84]. For instance, in our work, we use the analysis

of finding core and dead features. Similar to decision propagation,

most analyses can be implemented using SAT solvers [13, 84]. There-

fore, modal implications graphs could be used to speed up those

analyses as well.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Decision propagation is a useful method for an interactive con-

figuration process. It prevents users from defining contradictions

during the configuration process. However, current implementa-

tions do not scale well for large-scale configurable systems. In this

work, we introduced modal implication graphs, an extension of

implication graphs for feature models to support the application of

decision propagation. We presented the concept of modal implica-

tion graphs, their derivation from feature models, and how they are

employed during decision propagation. Based on our open-source

implementation, we evaluated the benefits of using graph-assisted

decision propagation for a complete configuration process and rea-

soned about its trade-offs. Compared to a SAT-based approach,

using modal implication graphs can significantly speed up decision

propagation and, thus, make its application feasible for large-scale

configurable systems.

In future work, we will apply modal implication graphs to appli-

cations beyond decision propagation. We are convinced that many

existing approaches could profit from modal implication graphs.

This includes analyses such as atomic sets, visualization of feature

model dependencies, and product-based testing.
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